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I IHTHODOCTIOH

Ernest Hemingway was born in 1898, the son of a
prominent doctor in Oak Perk, Illinois,

iftor completing

high school, he traveled in Prance, worked as a reporter
in Kansas City, and returned to Europe as an ambulance
driver in Italy during the last months of World War I.
next twenty years were spent reporting in

Hie

merice,

associating with the American expatriate group in Paris,
fishing in Key West, hunting in Africa, and continually
writing.

He was an native anti-fascist in the Spanish

Civil War end e correspondent in world War II,
then he has made his home in Cuba.

Since

He was awarded the

Kobe! Prize for Literature in 1953.
As a writer,

roost Hemlagway has be^n described as

follows:

The publicity directed on Hemingway’s colorful and
adventurous life baa often tended to obscure the fact
that he considers himself primarily a creative artist
whose business it is to write. . . . He once remarked
that his Job as a writer was to “put down wh&t I see
,%nd what I feel in the best and simplest way I can
tell it."
Hemingway, sn extremely subjective author, is not
interested In writing from sheer imagination or in
making u»* of documentary materials in the traditional
naturalistic manner. He writes only *bout those
aspects of life he has personally encountered, although
these are many. . . .
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Like Joyce and Proust, Noalngway is & writer who uses
the material of his own Ilf© to construct a transformed
and artistically heightened fiction.
Kis work la autobiogr&phiosi not only In the incidents
related hut in the attitudes end reactions of his
characters to their situations.!
If this statement is true, then a study of Hemingway's
fiction should reveal his Ideas and opinions concerning
many aspects of life.

It i* the purpose of the present

writer, through an examination of Instances of moral choice
in the novels, to arrive at Hemingway's beliefs regarding
morality.
As » starting point, before the actual examination,
three levels of morality will be presented: namely, the
naturalistic, exemplified by Steinbeck's Of IIIce and “on:
the humanistic, exemplified by Dorothy Canfield wisher's
The Brimming Cu p : and the supernatural, exemplified by the
prose «nd poetry of T. S. Eliot.

Those three will serve as

a scf,l© on which Hemingway's philosophy nay be measured.
$ h £ ^ k 9 X lX ^ L * m A t e lL

On the supernatural level, moral choice la based on
objective, religious doctrine —
concerning right end wron-j.

the teaching of a church

This level of morality is

perhaps best exemplified in modern literature by the writings
of T. S, Eliot. Thus, Banda 11 Stewart states, "Here than any
!Donald W* Helney,
Literature (Groat Heck, H.x,: Barron's Educational Series »
Inc., 195*0, PP. 70-72.
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other twentieth-century poet writing in English, Eliot
takes us into the heart of the devotional, the liturgical,
the sacramental aspects of Christianity. "2

Eliot has

continually declared his position in his literary and social
criticism and in his other pronouncements.

In hla essay,

"Religion without Humanism," for example, he states:
“The need of the modern world is the discipline and
training of the emotions; which neither the intellectual
training of philosophy or science, nor the wisdom of human
ism, nor the negative instruction of psychology can give."3
Such "discipline and training of the emotions," which can
only be accomplished, Eliot believes, by adherence to
religious teaching (in his cese, Anglican teaching), will
direct the individual to correct moral decisions.
That Sliot believes the emotions need discipline and
training is a result of his belief in the doctrine of
Original Sin, his belief that man’s ©motional desires, if
given free reign, will lead him into immorality.

These

t
desires, therefore, muut to© subordinated to sen's intellect

2Hendall Stewart, American literature and Christian
Doctrine (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University 'Press,

T9WT?.

132.

3??oraan Foerster (ed.), Humanism and Aiserjca (Mew fork:
Farrar, Rinehart Incorporated, f930), p. 110.
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and will. This notion, together with his opinion of sodera
literature, wee expressed In the Page-Barhour lecture® he
delivered at the University of Virginia:
With the disappearance of the idea of Original Sin,
with the dinappe ranee of the idea of intense moral
struggle, the human being® presented to ue both in poetry
and prose fiction today, and wore patently among the
serious writora than in the underworld of letter®, tend®
to become leas end lee® real. It is in fact in moment®
of acral and spiritual struggle depending upon spiritual
sanctions rather then in those "bewildering minutes* in
which wo are all very such alike, that aon and women com©
nearest to being real. If you do away with this struggle,
. . . then you mu&t expect human beings to become wore
and sore vaporous.**
The second level of morality is that of the humanist.
The humanist, too, recognises the necessity for the
•discipline and training of the emotions,* but his motive is
not a desire to comply with religious law* or the ooeuaand*
aenta of Ood; rather, «• Irving Babbitt has aaid,
conceives that the power of restraint is peculiarly human,
and that those who throw down the reins ore sictply abandoning
their humanity to the course of animal Ilf® or the complacency
of vegetables.*5

.babbitt, who did sore than anyone else to formulate
the modern concept of humanism, in hia essay, ”Humanism: An
Essay at Definition," further explain® the difference between

5po«rster, xiii.
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the religious ffl&m feat the humanist.

In speaking of the

humanist?? of the Senaleeence, he says,
They were . . , encouraged to airs at the harmonious
development of their faculties in this world rather
than at an other-worldly felicity. Each faculty, they
held, should be cultivated in due nocture without one
sided no as or over-esaphasis, whether that of the ascetic
or th.t of the specialist. "Nothing too much* is indeed
the central $.&xl* of all genuine humanists, ancient
and modern. , . .
Humanism differs from religion in putting- at the
basis of the pattern it sets up, not man's divinity,
but the seasthing in his nature that sets hi® apart
simply as a man from other animal® end that Cicero
defines as *a sense of order and decorum and measure in
deeds and words."6
According to Babbitt, the humanist recognizes that
he possesses two "selves,* mutely, a lower self from which
originate son's expansive tendencies, classified a® "the
lust for power, the lust for sensation, and. the lust for
knowledge, * and r higher self which exert--; control over
these lusts.7 Therefore, when huisanlets are faced with a
ssoral choice, "by mmna o f the superior principle they are
able to rise above evil.*5
This superior principle is often referred to m the
"inner check."
The bringing Cu p , by Dorothy Onfield Fisher, is a
literary expression of humanises.

The basic plot of the

6 lbld..pp.26-23.

?Pr»nols S. FlcKahon,
of, Irvin-; babbitt
(Washington, T.C.jCatholic onlverelby of
1o?a, 19311 P•57.
. p. 75.
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novel In simple. M&rla#, happily serried to Jle&le Crittenden
(a furniture aanttfaeturer in a avail Sew England town),
meets and becomes infatuated with the uninhibited nephew
of her next-door neighbor. The book is almost entirely an
account of her mental conflict over whether she should
regain faithful to Heal® or follow the dictates of her “lower
o If."

She is influenced in her final rejection of the

nephew not by the advice of anyone, but by the honorable
ox&iaple set by most of nor acquaintances, Indeed, her
huob&nd and her -Aged neighbor ro«k of the inner check.
After her decision is wade, fteriee i© reworded with
an "upsurging of the feeling, brisking over, boiling up,
briaaing over • • . the feeling of the fulness of life. *Now
at lost I aa the urn too full.'"9

this, then, is what awaits

the conscientious humanist: & feeling of Joy, pence, and
contentment.
thus, the second, or human, level of morality differs
from the supernatural level in that the humanist believes
moral goodness should be prompted by the cultivated higher
self or inner check, not by the diet fces of divine revelation
or ecclesiastical law.

He believe© that the necessity for

discipline exists because in each of ua there is © vulgar
self, though this is not necessarily th® result of original
^Dorothy Canfield Fisher, ?he '^rlattains Ctm (l?»w York:
H&rcourt, Brace, and Company, 1921),p.IP.
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Sin. He believes th *t his foal Is a happier, well-ordered
life on earth, not immortal happiness.
However, the supernatural end the humanistic philo
sophies have at least one major factor In oammn* they both
see man as potentially able to relso himself above the status
of en animal. Both acknowledge the existence of a type of
conscience.

Both spirit,?is the possibilities of morel choice

and morel IsSpro'vonont.
scale —

naturallnm —

The third level in the morality
dove not admit such possibilities.

Aotually, naturalism is distinguished by its very lack
of morality. *lt narrows to the vanishing point the gap
separating m n and the animals.
there is no moral nature.
sibility, no fault.1'1®

There is no sin because

There is no choice, no respon

tfan, according to this view, is a

sieve to forces which he cannot control.
The forces say be biological or social; they m y
belong to one’s heredity or one’s environment. Tn any
case, they reduo® mim to the Statu* of a puppet. If
man is © puppet, fen is cletrly not a moral agent, he
is relieved of moral responsibility, he deserves neither
blame nor prsiae, ho io always doing the boot — or the
worst — fee can. ftaanrsllM is on inevitable corollary
of natarellam.il

l®./towt.rt, p, 12**
ilIUld.. p. 107.
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John Steinbeck1* Of Mice and Hen

m y serve a# an

example. The two itinerant far« laborers, Lennla and CJeorge,
ftPt led to their downfall by a series of incidents which
would ordinarily be of moral significance, but Steinbeck
does his best to Make them appear inevitable, thus asking
his characters appear blameless,
?’ros* all standpoints, Lonnie, in fact, la blameless,
He la involved in such incidents, but ho is relieved of
moral responsibility, no sutter how one views it, because
of hie childlike mentality.
The last such incident letids directly to his death.
The ranch-owner's flirtatious daughter-In-law, fe so incited
by Letmie'a strength, find® hi© alone, and tries her seduc
tive tricks on his.

He is attracted by her long, soft

hair, which he touches with his huge hand,

ks she squirms,

trying to release herself, Lonnie panics, tightens his
grip, and unintentionally breaks her neck. "He lifted her
arm and let it drop.

For & raowent he seemed bewildered.

And then he whispered in fright, *1 done a bed thing. I
done another bed thing.*"lz
Steinbeck implies that Lennie is not to be held
responsible for hi* actions here, because his attack on the
girl is prompted by neither sexual nor homicidal motives.
12John Steinbeck, Of iilec and Ken
Books, 1955), P. 100.

(Mew fork: Bantam

a

He is 9imply one hurt

by the texture of her heir, and her

fear l*»«ds to ft eerie* of reflex actions which cause her
death*

Steinbeck*a choice of character fits in with hie

point of view.

He portrays Lonnie m e. person who is,

admittedly, not completely responsible for what he does,
Lonnie 1® deliberately created to correspond with the
naturalistic them© of the novel.

Indeed, it is only after

ho h »s completed the not that he realises what he has none.
yhen the girl** body is found, Lenale Is Iwaedi&fcely
suspected, rind the ranch head* begin a search to shoot hie
down.

George locates him, and, before the others reach him,

ho ahootn Lonnie through the head.

This act is the result

of a moral decision on George** part and, legally, amounts
to no less than murder. However, the author seeks to arouse
the reader’s sympathy and thus absolve George by implying
that the alternative would have been a store painful and
merciless death for bennie. "Oeorga set off to find him,
murmuring, 'I ain’t gamut let *a« hurt Lonnie, ’*13
Stuart ?, Shernan’s oonmenfc on the Elizabethan
philosophers Is & fitting susimnry o f the three views of
morality;

13Ibid,. p, 104.

The philosophical mittd of Shakespeare's age began
th® work of reflectlor by cleaving the universe along
three levels. On the lowest level Is the natural world,
which Is the plane of Instinct, appetite, animality,
luat, the animal passions o r affections; on this level
the regulation i« by necessary or natural law. On the
esldil© level is the human world, which is regulated . . .
by the will end knowledge of man; working upon the
natural world; but governed by reason, the special
human facility. . . . On the third levs! is th© supernatural
world, which is the plane of spiritual beings; m &
the home of eternal ideas.

l*Vo«rster, p. vl.
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k mnjntvAar k m u m w r ? o? Hs*r!*w/.Y»s philosophy

the choral decisions in the '’lotion of Hemingway reveal

a philosophy which is not static.

If scrutinised carefully,

the decision* of the *Hemingway hero* exhibit motives pro
gressing fro« * love of self to an a'll-eabracing afcfc&chmmb
to hu&anifcy. Host of the raorol choices found In his early
works, notably the short stories and
ere based on selfish interest®.
and lb*.3aa.fcli.P

Farewell to ^r^s.

Between

a

*’irowcll to ..rme

motives appear which grow out of

respect for other characters* integrity and out of romantic
love.
It is at this point also that the reader notes
decisions tossed on oonsideratioo for the welfare of comrades.
To Have and Have Not portrays a character whose primary
concern Is with the welfare of his family. with for -^hote The
fell Tolls, the pattern of progression from self makes its
egost

notable transition.

The account of Robert Jordan's rolo

in the Spanish Civil War Indicates that the author's sympathies
here developed beyond consideration of the well-being of
friends and loved ones. They have broadened to embrace a
whole society; this society, in turn, often appear* to be an
abridgement of humanity in general.

cross the,.liver .and..Into

tha Trees, published in 1950, searns to confirm this transition.
l^See paragraph one, page 17 .
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The war situation in which Robert Cantwell had once found him
self had been equally as hopeless as that described in 4
Farewell to *r m . but Cantwell’s reaction had been altogether
different from that of Lieutenant Henry.

Cantwell acted In

ecoord with Hemingway’s later philosophy.

The last novel,

The Old Han and the Sea

(1952)* differs from the others in

that conscious moral decision is not basic to its
Santiago stakes no choices reflecting love for humanity as
Jordan docs; rather, Santiago jj, humanity,

And the reader la

in sympathy with him from the start because Hemingway treats
him with love.
The foregoing paragraph is a brief suwraary of Hemingway*s
developing pattern of belief, which eventually results in a
typo of humanism,

His concern for Santiago reflects his

feelings for fcuaanity.

To oall Hemingway a humanist is

seemingly incongruous, especially after reviewing M s remarks
about humanists:
I wfent to tee the death of eay self-celled humnnlet . , .
and maybe yat ClJ will live to see the actual derth of
members of this literary sect end watch the noble exits
that they muk-u, . . . 1 hope to see the finish of & few,
and speculate how worms will try that long preserved
sterility; with their quaint p&y&phleta gone to dust and
into footnotes all their iurafc.^
However, a type of huromeiB ia exactly what ifobert Cantwell
and Santiago cot in terms of.
^Ernest Rewingway, aeat.h,ln the .Afternoon (fie w York:
Charles Soribner’s Sons, 1932), p. 139.

To begin with, HenlngtMsy decided fch,!t in dealing with
po^allty he would rajnct the experience and edviee of other*j
he set out to devise his own trysts* of morality.

He began

with nothin* but this precise: "'So for I know only that whet
is nor* l 1» wh.it you feel food often snd what Is Immoral Is
whnt you feel bed *ftsr.*l? J-aoes B. Col vert pieces this
loci»ion to an historical context:
£ 1nofeeonth-cer.tury science promoted the destruction
of the old value assumptions by furnishing an accept
able basis for skepticism and a new approach to value
problems through the empirical method. It is important
to reollx® the close relsToncy of these axioms to the
morality reference® in IleKilngway’s writing, for the
ethical attitude for his heroes is based on the one hand
in profound moral skepticism and on the other in the
firm belief In the efficacy of a strictly empirical
approach to the problem of v*lue determination. . . .

The Uesltifwny hero rejects the finality of conven
tional values because he can discover in the® no
relevancy to morel realities. . • . Velues are determined
a® absolute® and are conceived as metaphysical realities
apart from eny relation to the physical world apprehen
sible to the sense*. . . .
It is the plight of modern msn In relation to this
problem that constitutes the large theme of Hemingway's
work. . . . He seeks to find * new morality in action.*9
The collective hero in Hemingway's fiction, there
fore, consistently solves M * moral problems by doing what
ever is &0 £t satisfying to himself, emotionally and psycholo
gically.

This h&bit is constant fro* Lieutenant Henry to

Santiago; it never changed. Vhat do change, however, ere the
1?lbld.. p. b.
B. Culvert, "Ernest Hemingway*» Morality in.
potion."^yr.lce-s. LUar^iTit. XXVII (September, 1956),
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thing* which produce such emotional end psychological satis,
fnotion.

For example, It will be noticed fchit ". . . t o

eat and drink and sleep with Catherine**? is the al tern-stive
Henry chooses in preference to refining with the retreetlug
Italian artsy,

the instinctive choice is "moral," in

Beaingw&y’s terminology, because it will make him *feel good."
In a later book, however, the hero, this time in the person
of Hobert Jordan, is faocd with essentially the sane circum.
stances and his instinctive reaction is the opposite. To continue
fighting for the loyalist cause satisfies Jordan, emotionally
and psychologically,

fhus, within Jordan (and Cantwell and

Santiago) there exists » variation of the humanist'* inner
check —

s check upon which the hero bases his decisions when,

ever he is confronted with a eoral conflict.
That Hemingway deliberately intended, in this way, to
demonstrate the validity of some sort of humanism seems
questionable, Nevertheless, the fruits of his socking to
establish a new, workable system of morality certainly reis*
man above the naturalistic level by implying that there is
in the human being an Innate deair© to aublissat© the purely
selfish desire* of that which the humanists would call the
•lower self."

*9..m o s t Hemingway,
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1

v .-.riss {Hew York:

Ill

A FA3OTLL TO A38S

In en investigation such *8 this, it is necessary to
Invert the order of Beftlngeay ** first two novels, Fho Sun
iao n\Mm (1926) end

a

f-re well to ;>rgB (1929). Inversion,

in this oese, is neither unfair nor illogical, beceuse (1)
the letter novel denis with a period of time prior to thft
of the former, and (2) the notions, ideas, and way of life
depicted in the former novel are direct results of the
actions end thoughts presented in the latter.
In A Farewell to

ran. a decision aad® by the major

character, Lieutenont Henry, is the very essence of the
book,
Henry fens been serving as an ambulance driver for the
Italian airy daring World War I, A German offensive has
forced the Allied forces to retreat and Henry is compelled
in the »ud and confusion to desert his equ1p»«mt-if>don
vehicles.

One b

one, through desertion and casualties, hie

drivers disappear, and he Is si one in the aidet of the re
treating army.

On a bridge over the Tsgliaraento Giver he

is collared and questioned by a group of chauvinistic
officers separated from their troops. Their unreasonable
motives ere evident. In their accusations: * *It is you and
such as you that have let the b&rbarians on the aaered soil
of the fatherland. . . . It la because of treachery such as yours
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th>H we have lost the fruits of victory. . . . Italy should
never retreat.**20
Henry sums up the situation in the following
soliloquy:
I did not know whether I should welt and be questioned
or make a break now. I was obviously a German in
Italian uniform. . . . They were all young men and they
were saving their country. . . . They- were executing all
officers of the rank of major and above who were separated
from their troops. They were also dealing summarily with
German agitators in Italian uniform.
So fer they had shot everyone they questioned,21
By leaping into the river Henry escapee his interrogators.

Later, hidden in a tarpaulin-covered flatcar, he

decides to desert.

“You were out of it now.

more obligation,“22

tells himself.

You had no

Immediately, he

attempts to rationalize his choice:
You had lost your cars end your men as a floorwalker
loses the stock of his department in a fire. There was
however, no insurance. . . . If they shot floorwalkers
after a fire in the department store because they spoke
with an accent they had always had, then certainly the
floorwalkers would not be expected to return when the
store opened again for business. They might seek other
employment if the police did not get them. . . .
Anger was washed away in the river along with any
obligation. Although that ceased when the carabiniere
put his hands on my collar.2>

20Ibl<i.. p. 232 .
21Ibid.. p. 233.

22Ibid., p. 241.
23I £ M - ,
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So, illogieally {because the chauvinistic officers do
not represent the sincere and reasonable majority of Italian
and allied troops), Henry breaks with his Italian follow
fighters, the allied forces, end their cause.

'To "oat and

drink and sleep with Catherine* will be emotionally and
psychologically satisfying; to remain a faithful soldier
will not.

It Is efc this point fch:t the Hemingway hero

rejects, ae Culvert says, *'the finality of conventional
value** and begins to "reconstruct a vela© system* of his
own,
Vwo previous moral decision?* in

Farewell to A.rms

foreshadow Henry’s desertion in that they ^re beeed on the
same principle —

choosing the alternative whloh is more

self-satisfying.
During the first winter of the war, Henry went on
leave*

Tho regimental priest had suggested that Henry

visit his hose in the Abrazzi,* where the wanting was good
and whore he would be treated most hospitably by the priest's
parents.

The night of his return to the front, Henry

. . . at moss oat next to the priest end he [the
*tj
was disappointed and suddenly hurt that I had not
gone to the ..bruzxi. tie had written his father and
they bed ©ado prep rations. I ©yeelf felt as badly as
he did and could not understand why I had not gone.
It was what I had wanted to do and I tried to explain
how one thing ad led to another, . . . and 1 explained,
winefully, how we did not do the thing® we wanted to
do; we never did such things.

w a*4..

p.

13 .

20

Instead of the priest’s fussily, Henry had chosen* . , • the
smoke of cafes and nights when the room whirled, , . . nights
in toed, drunk.*25

jra * sense, tooth of Henry's alternatives

in this situation would have been satisfying to him.

He

had wanted to visit the Abrunet, and he would have enjoyed
it; but the satisfaction offered by the smoky cafes was
more lamedlate.

Henry’s choice, as he explains it here, is

very close to no conscious choice et all.

He feels that he

was not wholly responsible for the choice, and that, following
the line of least resistance, he 'naturally* decided on the
more immediate alternative.

At this point, Henry resembles

characters created toy the naturalists.
A similar decision occurs during Maury's early acquaint*
ance with Catherine, the English nur?«e:
She looked at me, *And do you love me?*
*tes."
"Tou did say you loved me, didn’t you?"
•fee,* I lied. *1 love you.* I had not said it before.2b
Hather than tell her truthfully thi-t he feels no attachment
for her beyond physical desire, he lies because, as he later
soliloquises,
I did not care what 1 was getting into, this was
better than going every evening to the house for
officers where the girls climbed all over you and put
your cap on backward m a sign of affection between
their trips upstairs with brother officers. I knew I

25ibia.
2.6'Ibid., p. 31

21

did not love Catherine Barkley nor h«d any idea of
loving her. This was a game, like bridge, in which
you said things instead of playing cards.2?
These three morel ehoic®*», then, best exemplify the
selfish motives which are common to the author’s early
works end which are especially reminiscent of the short
stories in In Our Time

(192*0.

For example, when Mick

tells ft^rjorio, in the short story, "The fad of .k>aething,*
of his decision to terminate their juvenile love affair,
he states hla simple reason three* times:
"It isn't fun any ©oro,"
fie was afraid to look at Marjorie. Then he looked
at her. She sat there with her book toward his*. He
looked at her took. "It isn't fun any ©ore - not any
of it." . . .
"Isn't,love any fun?" ftnrjori© said.

"Mo.“23

It is at this point in Hemingway'« development that
he approaches naturalism.

It has already boon mentioned

that the hero, because of his apparent look of a aenae of
responsibility in making moral decisions, closely resembles
the creation of & naturalist.

Moreover, sine© the hero’s

choices arc aimed at satisfying sensual, animal desires,
Hemingway's early fiction comes nowhere near humanism,
"hedonist* is, perhaps, the most approprl >&• word one can use
in describing the early hero. If the early Hemingway can be
placed anywhere on the scale of morality, hie position2
8
7

27Ibtd.
28Srne®t Hemingway, £hg
Hemingway
way (New York: Charles feribner's Sons, 1953), pp.110-111.

would be closer fco naturalise than to hunaaism.
Indications appear, however, even in

a

Farewell to

Arssa. that the Healngway hero will eventually aspire to a
different kind of satisfaction.

This- rise fro® the near-

naturalistic level is marked by a series of increasingly
altruistic motives on the part of the hero. Following the
motive of sensual pleasure already illustrate:!, the hero
develops an internet and respect for persomlities of
certain individuals among his acquaintances.

This respect

for another's integrity dominates the moral decisions of

The un Also illaas

and Is

foreshadowed twice In ■
-• Farewell

to Arms. (Certainly examples of such respect are numerous
in the latter book —

Henry's relationship with the priest

and itlnaldi, for instance —

but there nr# two incidents

in which moral choice is directly Involved.)
The first such incident ie Henry'3 treatment of a
young American who, like himself, is nerving with the
Italian infantry.

The soldier hns fallen behind his regiment

on a isnrch, end Henry finds hit! in ft ditch near a medical
station behind the front lines.

He hoe a hernia condition,

which has become extremely serious, and. when Henry offers
to drive him to his regimental radios, the soldier bars to
be taken fco o hospital,
, because the captain doctor knew I haa this
rupture. I threw away the goddam truss *0 it would get
bad and 1 wouldn't have to go to the line »^;ein."
"I see,"
■Couldn't you take me no place else?*
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"If it was closer to the front I'd take you to
a first medical post. But back hare you've to have
papers.*
•If I go beck they'll stake ®e get operated 30 and
then they'll put sae in the line all the time."*'9
The seating takes piece long before the ®ae$ retreat
and before Henry is wounded; consequently, the reader m y
surmise that Henry looks with distaste upon the infantryman's cowardloo.

However, after thinking it over and admit

ting that he himself *wouldn*t want to go in the line all
the time,*3° Henry offers to help: *Listen . . . Fall down
by the side of the road and get a bump on your head and I'll
pick you up on our way book and take you to & hospital.*31
Although he disapproves of the soldier's wishes,
Henry realises they are intense.

He allows himself to be

come involved in 0 bit of deceit out of sheer compassion.
Another example of the hero's respect for the In
tegrity of another Is found in Henry's association with the
nurse, Catherine.

ctually, his respect for her is more

profound and sincere than coor&de-inspired respect because
it grows out of his love for her; as a matter of fact, the
amount of difference dictates that this motive —
be mode a separate classification.

^Hemingway, .*■ ?.>.r.ewg.U to.Arps, p. 3*.
30Ibid.
31lbld.

love —
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Incidentally, Hemingway does not imply that love itself is an aot of jthe will.

Henry loves in spite of himself.

One evening, upon going to the hospital, he learns that
Catherine i# ill and unable to see hi©.

He is surprised at

his reaction, for it leads hip to suspect for the first time
the seriousness of the affair:
I went to the door and suddenly I felt lonely »nd
csapty, I had treated easing Catharine vary lightly, I
had gotten drunk and had nearly forgotten to come but
when I could not sea her there I way feeling lonely
and hollow.32
After Henry is wounded, and, coincidentally, sent to
the hospital to which Catherine is assigned, he once again
comments on the origin of their love.

After Catherine Has

left hie room, following one of her prolonged nightly
visits, he states:
Ood knows I had not wanted to fell in love with her.
I had not wanted to fall in love with anyone. But Ood
knows X had and I lay on the bed in the room of the
hospital in Milan and ell aorta of things went through
my head but X felt wonderful.33
Pulling in love is, therefore, a sensational surprise:
there is no moral choice involved.

Love does, however, become the motivation which inspires
subsequent decisions,

Henry was first acquainted with the

nature of love by the priest who stated, "Hhen you love
you wish to do things for.

32H M - »

p«

^3*

33xbld., p. 97.

You wish to sacrifice for, you
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wish to serve.*3^
That hie love Inspires in henry t» desire to *do
things for" is most clearly illustrated in his o noern
about whether Catherine would like to be formally married:
I worried about having a child if I thought about
it* but we pretended to ourselves that we were married
odd did not worry much and I suppose I enjoyed not
being aurried, really. X know one night w© talked about
it and Catherine said, “But, darling, they'd send am

away. . . .*
"I'd cons on leave."
"You couldn't get to cotland and back on a leave.
Besides* I won't leave you. Vhat good would it do to
sarry now? bo're really carried. I couldn't be any mors
married.*
"I only wanted it for you.*35
Henry's final statement in this dialogue reflects a
decision to comply with her wishes although he considers
marriage of no moral significance.

Catherine's continued

protestations indicate that her view of formal marriage
is eeaontially the same as her lover's, but they do not
dampen his resolution to comply with her wishes, to “servo.*
Ha expresses the same thought repeatedly: "'Couldn't we be
married privately some way?
me

Then if anything happened to

or if you had a child . . • .'* And again:

you the day you say.'"37*
5
3

3W

*

P. 75.

35Ibl&.. P. 119.
3^Ibid.. p. 120.

**I'll marry
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In conclusion, A Farewell to /rtoa Ik primarily a
novel of desertion*

In the »emer.tous cshoion around which

the novel is oonitrucked, the hero rejoofcn everyone but
himself; he rejects everything but hie own psychological
emotional well-'T*,i‘*»*

however, in the SC!

hook, the

or n&y discern ia lovu-inspired fissure in the hero*a
wall of personal Isolationism

IV

THE 'IWi t ISO HI8ES

It will be remembered that Hick, In H*fcing*ay*a
early story, "The End of Something, • serves as a saisieturc
model for Lieutenant Henry, aspect-aly in regard to moral
choice based on e«lf-*ati»faction*

Tb* behavior of the

story's second charnctar, fL*rJori©, teay now be considered
lr order to illustrate the predominant motive of fhe Sun

also

lses «- concern for another** personality or integrity*
The setting of "res End of

OEothing* Is a point of

land Jutting out into the lake in ifpper Hlohigan.

Kick ftaa

chosen this spot as the most suitable for wh&fc he has to
toll ft rjorie.

She, upon learning of hie decision to termin

ate their relationship, is startled to the point of dis
belief.

However, through her questions she discovers he is

sincere, and her reaction is significant*•

She quietly leaves

him:"'I'ra going to take the boet,• ff&rJoiMe called to him.
'Tou can walk back around the point.'*3C She doss not out
wardly object, because she realizes sick »ust be true to
his fooling*.

If it is his doe ire th*t their love-affair

end, she must respect that doalro, and anything but com
pliance on hor part would be improper.

It would be unfair

if, by objecting, she were able to indue© hi® to not contrary
to his sentiment*•

3>3AM .. - M r t

p.
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Jake 3*r&*s, in .‘he Tun Also "Mass. finds hiiaseif in

a similar situation, end M s conduct ne«CRtolet that of
Karjeri*?.

Jake end ' rett ; shl©y -re in love, ln.it tsarriiige,

for thet5**is u n th in k a b le b ec au se s war wound has rendered
him impotent.

H erd lsse to eay, this Ip a. cent© of great

sorrow to both of thee,

Boat of the tine Jake io able to

fight off depression with hard work, liquor, bullfights,
fishing and comradeship.

Brett tries to forget her sorrow

with the help of liquor and numerous love affaire with other
can she meets on the continent.

Jake, of course, is hurt

each tie© he learns of Brett's latest affair, but he does
not greatly object Bine© he realises that she is attempting
to fulfill her insatiable desires and find a eutetitute for
her reel love for him .

H is reticence isi, in itself, a moral

choice growing out of his respect for her integrity.
This situation leads to the two major ©oral decisions
of the novel.

The first choice io © do by Jake; later, a

second choice is cade by Brett.
Jake and Brett, together with their band of fellowexpatriates, have come to Pamplona, Spain, f o r its weeklong religious holidny, which is marked primarily by bull
fights.
Ofttedor*.

Jake is a true *»fioionarto*

and a shrewd judge of

He reserves great affection and respect for the
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faw bullfighters In whom ha recognises outstanding courage
and talent.

On© such bullfighter la

edro Sooaro, a sere boy

who already outshines his older colleague®.

Jake Is aware

that ^uch of the boy’s success la due not only to his Innate
talent and rigorous practice, but to "clean living.*

Ue

drinks only moderately, keeps regular hours, 1® continually
surrounded by his manager and trainers, and has never
allowed hieself to become involved with women —

much less,

with worsen of Brett's reputation,
Jake’® love for Brett and his respect for Romero's
welfare are brou ht into conflict when Brett announces to
Jake,
*1'& a goner,*

*H©W?"
•I'» a goner. I'» m*d about the iiomero boy. I*a In
love with him, I think."
"I wouldn't be if I were you."
"I can't help it. I'» a goner. It's tearing me all
up inside."
"Don’t do it."
"I can't help it. I've never been »bl« to help
anything."
"You ought to stop it.0
*vow oan I stop it? I can't stop things." . . .
"You oughtn't to do it." . . .
"Oh, darling, please stay by me. ?lease stay by me
m d see tm through this,"

"Sure."
"I don't say it' -• right. It is right though for
me. God knows I've never felt such a bitch."
"What do you want me to do?"
"Come on," Brett said. "Let's go end find him."39

39].j*n«»t Heaingwey, ,lha.m . i.Lu^-4 ^
Charles ;oribner's Sons, 195^)* PP* 1S3-139.

2ork;
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Juke agrees.

Fully realizing that his decision could ruin

ao®oro*s career, he is overcome by hie love for Brett and
his deaire (as the priest said In A rarewell to arms)"to
do things for."
They find Romero in © restaurant and sit at a table
na r his, where he Joins them.

After a trite, introductory

conversation, Jake feels that his Job is done. He gives the
reader this account:
I stood up. tloaero rose too.
"hit down," I said. "I stusfc go and find our friends
and bring the© hero."
He looked at »e. It was a final look to &«k if it
were understood. It was understood ell right.
"Sit down," Brett an la to his. "You must tench me
Spanish."
e sat down and looked at her across the table. I
wont out. The hard-eyed people at the bullfighter's
table watched sc go. It was not pleasant. When I came
back >nd looked in the cafe. • . . Brett end Fedro
Romero were gone.^0
The comradeship between Jake end Bomraro is a special
and tightly-knit type; it is the comradeship of "aficionados."
Yet, out of the conflict in Jake's mind between this
comradeship and love, love hue emerged the victor.
In dealing with the ©oral decisions of The Sun

leo

Rises, it would not be unreasonable to consider the moral
development of nrett, as well ae that of the hero. Just aa
the hero has risen fro© the selfishness of the early Henry
to the relative gallantry of Jake and ’arjorie, Brett
^°rold.. p. 137,

n

climbs fro® impetuous lust to cone ?rn for another’s well*
being —

and find# her new position emotionally rewarding.

During her affair with Pedro Romero she makes a
statement typical of the early Brett, She told Jake, "X don't
say it’s right. It is right though for

The statement

is a reiteration of Hemingway's idea that feeling does and
should direct moral decision.
At the end of the novel, Brett make© her major moral
decision.

She terminates her affair with Homero because she

senses, a® Jake warned, that she is doing him no good.

She

later explains to Jake, In the course of the book's final
conversation,
•no shouldn't be living with anyone. I realized
that right away, . . .
*You know I'd hove lived with him if I hadn't
seen it was bad for him. We got along damned well. . • .
•You know I feel rather defined good, Jake. . . •
•You know it mukofi one feel rather good deciding
not to r>o a bitch. . . .
•It1# sort of what we have instead of God, ***•••
The discovery that the satisfaction following this termination
equals and possibly surpasses the satisfaction she felt
during the love affair has been made by Brett. Such actions
are, therefore, •moral*” *« h<31% climb up the morality scale,
she has caught up, ot this point, with the hero.

M Ibld.. p. X84.
^2 V id., pp. 241*243•
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That her decision concerning Homero brings her con
tentment such as she has seldom experienced is indicated
by her interesting comment: "It's sort of what we have in
stead of lod."

Though she cannot bring herself to accept

Christianity or the concept of God, she evidently envies
those who are able to; moreover, 3h© imagines: that the
religious gratification enjoyed by the Spanish Christians
who surround her in ^amplona is similar to that which sh®
has attained.
Incidentally, the absence of religious conviction in
Brett's mind brings up yet another point of similarity
I

between her and the hero —
ity.

.

their attitude toward Christian

Discussion of this attitude is useful in Illustrating

the great distance separating Hemingway's hero and the
supernatural concept of morality.
the stay in Spain is marked by a number of visits
to the Pamplona Cathedral.

Brett is usually extremely

poised and well in control of things.
cert her.

These trips discon

Perhaps, to her, meditation represents time

wasted, or possibly it arouses irritating feelings of guilt.
At any rate, on one occasion, after leaving the quiet and
half-lit church, she explains to Jake, "'Makes ®e damned
nervous. . , . Don't know why I get so nervy in church. . . .
Never does me any good. , . . I've never gotten anything
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I pruyed for. •*^3
Jake also rejects the supernatural and for the seme
pragmatic reasons, but he does so with »ore equanimity.
His explanation of this rejection to himself reveals a
©oral choice:
. . . as all the tire I was kneeling with ®y fore
head on the wood In front of n>©» and was thinking of
myself as praying, I was a little ashamed, and regret
ted that 1 was such a rotten Catholic, but realized
there was nothing I could do about it, at least for a
while and r&ayto© never, but that anyway It was a grand
religion, and I only wished I felt religious and maybe
1 would the next time.***
Bin thoughts are e restatement of his original
intention; namely, to accept whatever is satisfying and
reject what 1© not.

In A Farewell to Arms the Hemingway

hero cast aside Christianity along with other traditional
systems of ideals,

the reader may surmise from the follow

ing passage that Henry rejected Christianity along with
all other abstractions;
I was always embarrassed by the words sacred,
glorious, and sacrifice and the expression in vain.
W© tea beard the®, sometimes standing in the rain
almost out of ©nrshot, so that only the shouted words
ca»e through, and Hud read the®, on proclamations, now
for a long time, ;nd I had seen nothing sacred, and
the things that were glorious had no glory and the
sacrifices were like the stockyard® in Chicago if
nothing was done with the seat except bury it. There
ware many words that you could not stand to hear and
finally only the name# of place© Had dignity. . . .

**31bid.. pp. 208-209.
^ ib ia . . P.

9?.

3**

tract words such r,» honor, glory, courage, or
hallow were, obscene beside the concrete names of villages,
the numbers of roads, the names of rivers, the numbers
of regiments and the dates.1**
In The Sun

the Hemingway hero la not going to

ro-possess Christianity until it offers him good feeling,
He remain* true to his omx integrity; ho is strictly
measuring his actions by Isis original rule: "So far I
know only that what la moral is what you feel good after
and what is Immoral is what you feci bad after.
The hero’s progress in the field of morality is
slow.

In the transition from Henry to Barnes, the h*?ro

moves from strictly physical pursuits to attempts at con
curring with wishes of lovers and comrades.

1though such

attempts represent a certain denial of self, they cannot
be said to be baaed upon complete and objective selfless
ness, for on® always possesses a deep personal attachment
for lover® and comrades, an attachment which automationily
arouses the desire to "do things for,"

Hence, the hero is

not yet concerned about people in genera'! but only about
persons with whom he ie personally involved.

Farewell

k6'See page 15

p. 191.

V

TO »A¥S AMD HAVE MOT

The story of Harry Morgan, written during and about
the depression of the 1930*a, ia Hemingway's proletarian
novel.

Up to this point in his work, his hero's decision*

hive been motivated by regard for himself or a loved
one or a close friend;

Korean's decisions are prompted by

his regard for his family.

florgan has committed himself

to responsibility for a wife and three daughtei*s.

He la

determined th it nothing shall stand in the way of his being
their protector and provider.
In the hero's progression from self to others,
Morgan, in on© sense, has not advanced tstuoh beyond J ke,
for his solicitude i s still directed at persons with whom
ho is personally involved.

However, when viewed fro® two

other angles, development becomes evident.

In the first

place, instead of serving one person at a time, Morgan la
serving four.

Secondly, besides looking after one to whom

he i* olosely attached {his wife, Marie), Morgan is attend
ing to the needs of his daughters, not out of love, it is
true, but out of a cense of duty.
xcept for demands that they get out of his way,
Morgan makes few references to hia daughters, and what he
does say about them is crudely revealing. He tells hi* wife,
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•♦Those ;.irls aren’t much, are they?****7 &n<* *h« agrees.
Later, after he pocks the?* off to a movie, he thinks, “Those
damn girls, 'that’s *11 that old woman and 1 could get
with what we’ve got.***®
Apparently, sons would have pleased him. Him girls
are unavoidable irritations, but he feels duty-bound to
care for then,

Such care, accompanied as It is by his dis

agreeable attitude, may appear outrageous; on the other
hand, coming from tho Hemingway hero who so recently dis
carded all the ideals and traditions of Western civilization,
including the concept of the family, such care is relatively
noble.
Lest doubt exist that Morgan la a conscientious
husband and father, Hemingway has set up a book-long
obstacle course through which he must run to prove it. The
situation that the author has established seems to dictate
that Morgen either turn criminal or fait as a husband and
father*

But he risks his means of livelihood (his boat) and

his life —

and loses both —

for his family.

Early in the novel, when Morgan is renting out hia
boat, his equipment, and hia services as a guide to wealthy*
3
4

^Ernest Hemingway. XQ.,.;{ayq and Kaye .Sat
Orossset and Dunlap, 1937)* p. 126.
43’Ibid.. p, 12?

(New York:
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fishermen, he turns down an offer to make mono/ by
smuggling Chin>s:o

out of Havana.

Tfcte decision la not

director! by honesty of character, but by prudence. He could
use the money but cannot risk being caught. In declining the
offer, he says,
•I m ke a living with my bo«t. If I lose her I lose
my living. . . .
“I told you I didn’t carry anything that can talk.
Sacked liquor can’t talk. Demijohns can't talk, there*®
things that can't talk. Ken can talk."^9
Before long, circumstances? change. A fisherman, after
having run up a large bill end accidentally lost Morgan's
rod end reel, fleet! -without .paying him.

After restating his

case to himself, Morgan tells a friend he Is open to offers
of smuggling!
11 right, what ■was 7 ••join;; to do now? I couldn't
bring in a loed £of liquor! because you have to have
money to buy the booze and besides there’s no money in
it anymore. . . . But I was damned if I v s going hone
broke and starve all summer in that town. Besides I’ve
got a family. . . .
"I’ve got to carry something, Frankie,* I said. "I’ve
got to matte some money. . . .
"fou carry anything?** Frankie asked.
"Sure," X acid. "I can't choose now.*50
Morgan sees only two alternatives.

Either he will

turn to crime, or he and his family will spend the winter
la utter poverty.

This has the fatalistic tone of another

proletarian novel of the Great Depression, Hie Qr&oes of

**91bid., p. b.
5°Ibld., p. 2 8

.
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Wrath.

However, whether a third option exists whereby

Morgan could avoid crime and regain a successful provider
is a question which can beat be answered by economists,
historians and philosophers.

The point is that Morgan la

aware of only two alternatives and his concern for his family
makes his choice a foregone conclusion.
As a matter of fact, most of Morgan's moral decisions
are marked by their simplicity,

Mental conflicts ar© few.

Ho seldom rationalises or suffers pangs of conscience. This,
perhaps, explains his position as one of Hemingway's less
popular and less convincing heroes.
An illustration of such clear-cut choice is an inoident which grows out of his commitment to m career of
crime.

His first assignment, arranged with a Hr. Sing, is

to smuggle twelve Chinese out of Cuba.

The twelve are told

that Morgan will transport them a short distance from shore,
where a waiting schooner will curry theta to the relnlarsd.
otually, there is no schooner, and Morgan may dispose of
his passengers wherever h© wishes. They will have paid Mr.
Sin , his fee, and after they embark he is no longer inter
ested in the®. Morgan, quick to spot pitfalls, ©ska Hr.
Sing, •♦And if they a o m back on your hands?"' ding explains,
• 'That's quite simple. X would accuse you to them of having
betrayed ©a* "51

P. 33.
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The following night, after the Chinese are aboard,
Morgan strangle* Mr. Sing and throws hie weighted body over
board.

when asked by his assistant why he has* killed Sing,

Morgan replies, "To keep fro® killing twelve other Chink®."52
i3 immediate motive was to escape reprisal, and it was easier
to kill on# man than twelve.
"he hero's motivation, rising out of concern for nis
family, is stressed repeatedly as Morgan becomes further
Involved in arise.

In defending his notions as a liquor

smuggler, Captain v/illie, hie friend, tells a vacationing
government official, "He's got a family and he's got to
©at and feed them. Who th# hell do you ©at off of with
people working Here in Key -eat for the government for six
dollars and a half a week?"53
Morgan, in trying to hire hit friend Al to accompany
him on a smuggling run, reviews their situations —

first

Al*a and then his own:
Listen. . . . Ton’re making seven dollars and a half a
week. You got three kids in school that are hungry at
noon. You got a family that their bellies hurt and I
give you a chance to ndke a little money. . . .
Look at me. I used to make thirty-five dollars a
day right through the season taking people out fishing.

P* 55
53ibid.. p. SI
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flow I get ahot and lose on arm, and my boat, running
a lousy load of liquor that's worth hardly as much as
my boat. But lot sio tall you, my kids ain't going to
have their bellies hurt and 1 ain't going to dig sewors
for the government for loss money than will feed them.
I can't dig wow anyway. I don't know who made the laws
but I know there ain't no law th*t you got to go
hungry. . . .
My family is going to eat as long; as anybody oats.5**
Besides having enlarged the circumference of bis
solicitude to include a whole f rally, Morgan also gives
the reader of Hemingway a hint that the advwnt of Cohort
Jordan's greater altruists la not far in the future,
is in fo Have and Have dot

.or It

that the hero rejects once and

for all the selfish solitude of the deserting Henry and finds
himself something less than self-sufficient.
A band of Cuban revolutionists plan to rob a Key

est

bank, and they hire Morgan to captain the getaway boat.
For safety's sake he feels that he should ask Albert to
accompany him, but even this is against Morgan’s principles.
organ states* *Xt would be better alone, anything is better
alone, but I don't think I could handle it alone. It would
be ouch better alone."55

t the wharf, before their escape,

the Cuban leader kills Albert, which results in a gunfight
on the bout farther'out at sea.

Korean succeeds in killing

the Cubans only after he hiaself is fatally wounded. Coast
^ X h i l ., pp. 95-96.
55Ib£ii.. p. 105.

guardsmen later find the drifting beet and board it in time
to hear

organ’s d.ing words: *'A mna . . . One man alone

ain’t got.

Ho

alone no% . . . no nutter how a man alona

ain't got no bloody —

chance.'*56

which Hemingway adds,

"tie shut hie eyes. It had taken hie a long time to get it out
and it had l iken hits all hia life to learn it."57
From this point on, the Hemingway hero will never dis
associate hiraaeif from hia fellow man; he will always
recognize his dependence upon society.

As a result he will

choose to risk and lose his life in defending the ideals
of his fellow man.
Further indications of Robert Jordan's sentiments are
presented in the person of the youngest Cuban revolutionist.
He is the only Cuban among the hank robbers who feels
remorse at the death of i Ibert. He defends th© killer and
tries to convince Morgan that the cause Justifies the violent
tactics of his fallows and himself:
•I feel badly about that, fou know he doesn't mean to
do wrong. It's just what that phase of th© revolution

has lone- to him. . .. "
" h a t kind of revolution do you make now?" DlorgonJ
asked. . . .
■Vfe want to start clean and give every man a chance.
e want to end th® slavery of th© peasants, end divide
the big sugar estates among the people that work them. . . •
"U# Just raise »oney rtow for the fight. . . . To do
that w© h ve to us® m o m s that later we would never use.
Also we have to use people m would not employ later.
Hut th© end is worth th® means, . • .

56Ibid., p. 255.
57IbU.

"I ragret the present phase very much. I hate terrorism.
I also feel very bedly -bout the methods for raising the
naoeas ;ry money,
iut there Is no choice. You do not know
how bad things are In Cuba,“5 s
Robert Jordan, of course, Is less radical than the
young revolutionist.

(Jordan has more reaeon to kill Dablo

than the Cubans have for killing

Iberfe, yet Pablo la spared.)

-till, two parallels between the young Cuban and Hobart Jordan
are strikingly evident.

First., their seal is so great that

it does not allow them to fear for their personal safety.
Second, the ideal toward which this zeal Is directed is the
better ent of the lot of the h u m n being. The revolutionist
hopes to bring betterment about on a national scale, while
Jordan seeks it on a world-wide scale.

VI

?m

WHOM

PR*3 3LLL T O L L S

Thus, when we meet the Hemingway hero

;ain, in

For -'hoes the veil -oils. he has already moved from oonoern
Tor bio own family to concern for humanity ss his principal
motive.

It Is evident fror the start that Jordan's devotion

to the Spanish people

nd their c^use has brought him into

their Civil War and made him a i»an of principle:
He fought now in this war because it had started in a
country th t he loved end he believed in the republic
and thnt if it were destroyed life would be unbearable
for ft11 those people who believed in it.59
His person* 1 political situation and future plane arc precisely
presented:
Me was under Communist discipline for the duration of
the war. Here in Spain the Communists offered the best
discipline and the soundest and sanest for the prosecution
of the war. He accepted their discipline for the duration
of the war beoause, in the conduct of the wer, they were
the only party whose program and whose discipline he
could respect•
Whet were his politics then? He had nono now. He told
hifflSislf. Hut do not tell anyone else that* he thought.
Don’t ever admit that. And what are you going to do efterward? 1 cm going b ok and c a m ©y livin . teaching ‘panish
as before £in HontanaJ, end I am gol>
it© a true
book.&J
dobert Jordan, then, has voluntarily allied himself
with the forces of the ’panish republic.

He is serving as a

demolition agent, which, since moat of his work is carried on

.Sbe t:-lL.IaUa (‘:®w York
V P. 163.
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to use abstract terms which Henry discarded before hie de
sertion. Jordan speaks of his position as th t of a crusader
and explain# how it results in personal satisfaction:
You felt th t you were taking p. rt in a crusade. That
was the only word for it although it w.s a word that head
been so worn and abused that it no longer gave its true
meaning. You :©It . . • the feeling you expected to have
and did not have when you made your first communion. It
was a feeling of cons©oration to duty toward all the
oppressed of the world which would be as embarrassing and
difficult to speak about as a religious experience and yet
it was authentic. . . . It gave you a part in something you
could believe in wholly and completely and in which you
felt an absolute brotherhood with the others who wore
engaged in it. Tfe was something which you had never known
before but that you had experienced now and you gave ouch
importance bo it end the reason for it th«t your own
de th seemed of complete unimportance; only a thing to be
avoided because it would interfere with th© performance
of your duty. But the best thing was that there was some
thing you could do about this feeling *nd this necessity
too. You could fight.®2
Jordan's decision to fight is Indeed a moral choice
based on his theory that moral goodness makes one "feel
good.*

Fighting for humanity produces in the hero the most

satisfying *feating* he has? yet experienced.

fho welfare of

humanity is his religion.
Onlike Morgan, the hero of To rave and »{eve Tot.Jordan
is a pensive man given to introspection, /.fter he has chosen
to fight in Spain, he continues to consider his choice end to
re-examine his motives. Therefore, the novel contains many
passages similar to the foregoing quotation "bout the *cru9sde.*
lbi&., p. 235
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The following «r© examples:
You did the thing there was to do and knew that you
were right. You learned the dry-.mouthed, fe r-purged,
purging ©ostaoy of battle and you fought that suumer
and that fall for all tho poor In the world, against
all tyranny, for all the things th*t you believed and
for the new world you h i been ©duostod into.63
You're not a v X Marxist and you know it. You believe
in Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity. You believe in Life,
Liberty, and the '’ursuit of Happiness.
While ho and Anselwo, the old sen who is his guide,
view the bridge he is ordered to destroy, Jordan again
addresses himself:
Kelt her you nor this old a ah Is anything. You are in
struments to do your duty, ,'here are necessary orders that
are no fault of yours and there is a bridge and that bridge
can be the point on which the future of the human race can
turn. As it can turn on anything that happens in this war.6->
Jordan thinks of the risk the hill people are taking
by harboring and aiding him, but, again, he realises that, if
the ultimate objective is to be attained, such risks must be
taken:
In all the work th? t they, the partisans, did they
brought added danger and bad look to the people that
sheltered them and worked with then.. For wh t? o that
eventually there should be no acre danger and so the
country should be a good place to live in. That was true
no motter how trite it sounded.66
An integral part of Jordan’s decision to fight Is the
matter of killing. He meditates on the circumstances which
63lbld.. p. 2% .
'"'V o i d ..

305.

^ I b i d .. p. 162
66ibid.
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necesaifc te killing. His meditation takes the fora of an
orguraant:
Do you think you have a right to kill anyone? Mo* But
I have to. How nftny of those you h ;ve killed have been
real fascists? Very few* But they are all the energy to
whose forces wo are opposing force. . . . Don1t you know
it la wrong to kill? Tea. But you do It? Yes. h M you
still believe absolutely that your cause is right? Yes,
I t Is right, ho told himself, not reassuringly, but
proudly. I believe in the people and their right to
govern themselves as they wish, ut you mustn’t believe
in killing, he told himself. You must do it as a necessity
but you must not believe in it. If you believe in it the
whole thing is wrong.®?
Mention has been made of the fact that motives which
the earlier hero found entirely sufficient in making ®oral
choices are subordinated, in dor Whom the Bell Tolls to
a regard for the good of humanity.

In Jordan*s moral

decisions and reflections, altruism is shown to supersede
self-interest, comradeship, and love.
ihe selfishness ascribed to Henry on the occasion of
his desertion is particularly condemned by Jordan, the letter
is barely introduced before we learn of hie habitual selfdenial: "He wee often hungry but he woe not usually worried
because he did not give any Importance to what happened to
h i m s e l f ' t e a r the end of the story, when he 1c about to

67Ibl;i. . p. 30**.
68n j i i . . p. i*.
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wire the brid ;e with explosives, he suddenly becomes aware
of hia dangerous position. Soon, however, he is ?ble to
recall his courage by refusing to think about his personal
safety.

Hemingway states

that courage is always possible:

•Once you saw [the situationj again ea it wea to others,
once you got rid of your own self, the always ridding of
self that you had to do in var. 'here there could be no self,
where yourself is only to be lo.i?t,*69 earlier, describing
Jordan *3 thoughts on his own danger, the author states, "fet
now having abandoned all personal ambition and hope for his
own survival, he finds he can live as full a life in seventy
hours as in seventy yeers.*70
That comradeship, in itself, provides insufficient
grounds for moral decision is vividly exemplified in one of
the book’s uost tragic Incidents, flora a moral choice on the
pert of the hero is directly involved. The day before the
bridge is to be blown up, a squ« d of f scist soldiers ride
through the hills, looking for guerrilla bands. The loc tion
of Jordan’s hosts, the clun of Pablo, together with ft neighbor
ing group led by ’ll 3ordo, has been given away by tracks in
the newly fallen and untimely snow, Pablo’s band is able to
escape discovery by tho fascists, but ,1 Sorio and his men are

69Ibid., p, 44?.
70m ± . .

p
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found and attacked. The first impulse of many of Pablo's
men, particularly Primitive, is to run to the aid of

1

Sorgo's hopelessly outnumbered band. Jordan, however, knows
that if he and

ftblo's men b©cou» involved with the fascists

now they will fail to destroy the bridge. The destruction of
the bridge is? Jordan's responsibility and nothing must
Interfere with his plans. Primitive, standing within earshot
of the battle and in anguish at being unable to help hie
friends, listens to the shots, then pleads with Jordan:
*«?e have to Id thorn,* Prieifcivo said. His voice was
dry and flat.
"It is Impossible,* Sober* Jordan told him. *1 have
expected this all morning.*
•How?"
•They went to steal horses last night. The snow stopped
end they tracked fchon up there.*
•But we have to aid theta,* Prissitlvo said. *We cannot
leave them alone to this, "boss fere our comrades.*
*Ve can do nothing. If we oould, I would do it."
•There is « w.*y to reach there from above. , , ,*
•They are lost,* lobert Jordan a .id. "They were lost
when the snow stopped. If we go there we are lost too.
It is impossible to divide what fore© we have?.*
•Listen to it. It Is a massacre.*
•you have to stand it,* Robert Jordan said. . . .
•There are things like this in a war.*71
Primitive, unable to understand Jordan's logio, replies
with curses. .fter putting up a valient fight, R1 Sordo's
party is wiped out.
Love, the third rotive

to be found restively inade

quate, is presented in the person of Maria, a refugee girl

71’-Hid.. pp. 296-297
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being oared, for by .eblo's wife, Hilar* ft&rie complicates
Jordan's mission because be believes that, for the first
time, ho is in love. though she never causes bias to abandon
hie determination, she does, to a certain extant, remove the
edge fro® his soldierly zeal, Sejrs Hemingway:
3o far she had not affooted hi© resolution but he would
®uch prefer not to die. s .'o would abandon a hero's or a
martyr's death gladly, he did not want to nake a Thermopylae,
nor be a Horafcius at any bridge, nor be the Dutch boy
with his finger in that dyke. Ho. He would like to *ipend
some lie© with Karla. That was the simplest expression
of it.72
Of ©11 the situations which present themselves in direct
opposition to Jordan's purpose of blowing the bridge, love
1© the one which coses closest to causing a perceptible
weakening of his fervor.

?Tot over, his early premonition (nor,

later, hi® near certainty) that the loyalist offensive will
be unsuccessful In spite of hi® efforts has such an effect on
hi®, nonetheless, at the appointed hour he leaves Karla for
the fatal completion of his mission, hors proof Is hardly
needed to establish Jordan's altruism.
Finally, Jordan's moral choice deserves mention
because it emphasises the strength of hia ideals and the
respect the Hemingway hero holds for Ufa.
la making the getaway fro© the demolished bridge,
Jorusui

hia

lug., aether than hinder the ©soap© of

p. 164.
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Pablo, Tiler, and W rla, he ohooaes to remain behind with a
machine gun and slow down kheir pursuers. Hidden in ftmbueh
along the trail, he finds he la barely able to remain oon8clous. II© is anxious to do so, however, until ha is over-,
powered and killed,because if he Is captured alive he nay be
forced to reveal solitary secret®.

To insure against such an

eventuality, he knows ho will have to oc&mit suicide if the
fascists do not com© into his nights soon:
I m y have to do that because if I pass out or any
thing like that I as; no good at all and If they bring m
to they will ask a© a lot of questions and do things and
ail and that is no good. • • . o why wouldn’t it be all
right to Just do it now and then th© whole thing would be
over with?'5
But suicide is to be avoided for two reasons, First, although
the pain is becoming unbearable, he can still be a useful
instrument, h© c n fight until he iiies: "There is something
you can do yet. as Ion*; as you know whit it is you have to
do it. As long as you remember what it is you have to wait
for that.*?1* Secondly, suicide is cowardly and, whatever
else may be said to th© detriment of the Hemingway hero, he
may never be called a coward. Jordan had lost respect for his
own father because the letter had taken his own life. Thus
Jo rd a n muses,

Oh, 1st the® cam©, . . .

73Ibia.. p. b?0.
74Xbld.
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business that my father did. I will do it all right but
I ’d much prefer not to have to. !’• against that. . . .
Robert Jordan’s luck held very good because he saw
Just then th® cavalry ride out of the timber and cross
the road.75
The reader leaves Robert Jordan at this point, with
his eights trained on the fasolst patrol, still in
possession of that life the hero clings to so tenaciously.
The novel*e final sentence states, *He could feel his heart
beating against the pine needle floor of the forest."76

7*Ibld.. pp. 469, 4?l.
76’Ibid.. p. 471
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It haa boon said that the story of Colonel Cantwell
in poct-Vorld-.War.IX Venice was writton hurriedly by
Hemingway after he was told, mistakenly, that he had not
ion

to live. If such was the ease, one tmy suppose that

the author urgently desired to leave hi# readers with an
idea which he feared he would carry to the grave unstated.
Critics, knowing this, have looked for a momntcnxo
thejae in gga^g..the lilv y r and.late..the,Trees and have been
disappointed. They recognize the artistry with which he
orcates the beauty of Venice, They realise that ho offers
his opinions, mostly disrespectful, of famous war personal-,
itlos. Tut they feel they have been cheated of a dying mr.'s
profound observations.
dually, they have overlooked a Wither important
element in the novel, which fits perfectly into tb© present
study of acrel choice. This element is & coral decision
which the Colonel recalls having made during the war. It will
bo recalled thet Lieutenant Henry had found himself In a war
situation whioh, at its best, appeared hopeless. He was in
the isldet of the dismal retreat fro® Caporetto. Be barely
escaped with his life and thereafter' denied responsibility
toward anythin"; but himself. Later Robert Jordan confronted
a si: liar situation, "'ho loyalist offensive seemed doomed
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frosts the st&rfc through inefficiency and' bureaucracy; yet
Jordan remained faithful to

the cause,

hose two actions

on the pert of the v.mAa&my hero ere not contradictory, hut,
m has been pointed out, are simply earlier anti later aspects

of a ;aora1 development in Heelr^way *s work, however-, the con
trasting conduct of Henry and Jordan does xv-ise an interesting
question: shat; would Jordan have done had he been faced with
henry*» situation? The obvious answer is that, had Henry
possessed the oonviotion of Jordan, he would have retained his
ideals, and, after rile escape, would not have deserted. For
those to whom the answer Is not so obvious, Hemingway wrote

good soldier is again placed in a situation which he
Knows is hopeless. Colonel Cantwell was a general during *orld
• r II in oooffiwnd of m excellent re^aent. He was ordered
.to attack. He strongly suspected the outcome would be dis
astrous, but no obeyed. V& relates the lnoidoslt to Jebatfc,
his young Weneilm sweetheart;
• . • after I h a h- privilege of h© ring 'oner&l
Walter Bedell Smith explain the facility of the attack,
v*f? .ode it. . . .
[
J
exec-ho (Jei
wished us to attack. tie wil
■';Ot eenfioh General
Iter Bedell ftaifch any further, be
is not the villain
He only node the promises and
explolned how it would go. There are no villains, I
presume, in a detttoor&oy* he was only just as wrong as
hell. . . .
We were going to attack with the three of uo in a
line rod nothing in reserve. I won’t try to explain what
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that racers, Daughter. lut It isn’t any ;ood. . . •
The poor bloody twenty-eighth which was up on our
right hah bean bogged down for some tie© and so there was
pretty accurate information available about vtmfc conditions
in those woods? were gain-; to bo like. I think we could
conservatively describe them as unfavorable.
Then m were ordered to commit one regiment before the
attack started. That moans that the enemy will get at
least one prisoner which ©skos all the taking off of the
Divisional patches silly. They would be waiting for us. . . .
Incidentally, and of course all those occurrences are
always incidental at the 5H.-.8IP level, the regiment was
destroyed. . . •
• • • this t
tat Chad been]
uilt, , • • by the
repiseamant system, • . . That leaves a core of certain
un-killed charaoterra who know wti&fc the* score is and not on©
of these characters liked the look of these woods cmoh. . • •
They were soldiers, so most of the© rot killed in thoso
woods and when we took the three towns that looked so
Innocent %nd were really fortresses. To continue to us©
the railly parlance of tsgr trade: this could or could v;ot
be faulty intelligence. . . .
We got a certain secant of replacements but I oan
remember thinking that it would be simpler, and more
effective, to shoot them in the area where they detrucked,
than to have to try to bring the® back from where they
would be killed end bury them. , . •
It was a place where it was extremely difficult for a
man to stay raliv© even if all he did was be there. 'nd we
were attacking all the time, and every day,?/
7h© att*ok*P-s unsuccessful due to the incapable
strategists who planned it. Yet Cantwell and his mors, being
good soldiers, obeyed:
"It was a good regiment. . . • Tou might say it was a
beautiful regiment until I destroyed it under other people’s
orders."
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"But why do you have to obey them when you know bettor?"
"In our army you obey Ilk© a* dog,* the colonel explained.
"Xou always hop© you have a food m i t e r . *7“
. Ithough the fault of the disaster was not his, Cantwell
wag demoted to'colonel, ‘.'heroes Henry gave as his reason for
desertion the unjust retribution at the hands of the fanatic
Italian officers, C ntwell accepted the unfair demotion rather
than lie to retain hia rank: "If I had ii®d as others lied,
X would have been a three-star general."79 This statement of
hia integrity, together with the account of his strict obed
ience, shows Cantwell, like Jordan, to be a man of principle.
In spite of the fact that, to date, r‘or ./horn the Jell
Tolls has been followed by two more novels, Jordon still
represents the Hemingway hero at his highest point of morel
development. In other words, improving the lot of mankind, or
•common people everywhere," is the highest ideal to which the
hero aspires, or is likely to aspire; and the author’s last
two novels are evidently meant to underscore the conclusions
reached in Cor ’:k .
qs> t,hy .-vai.-fo-lla* ;&JT.l&U&aL± JAy.r.JjgKlJJlte
the Trees

presents a hero who, Ilk© Jordon, risks his life in

an earnest effort to rid the world of what he believes is ett
evil force. The ' Id ••‘fan end the -.ea. instead of 'presenting a
hero In the same situation as that of Jordan end Cantwell, and

78I£U.. ?.
77rbla.. p. 117.
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thus reiterating the earn# theme for the third time, is a
study of the nature of mankind —

mankind, whose cause the

hero has taken as his own.
Incidentally, Cantwell's obedience in carrying his
regiment into the tragic battle may contain great signifi
cance, in view of what will bo seen in The -/id dan and the
Tea.

Is Cantwell's action the result, not of conscious

decision, but of compulsive compliance to oomandn, where no
alternative exists?

Are hi® actions, both in leading hia

regiment and in refusing to lie to retain hia rank, indications
that the Hemingway hero has bean trained, cither by himself
or others, to the point where such behavior has become
habitual or "natural?*
The

id han end the

aa. will provide evidence to support

an affirmative answer.
said

A study of Hemingway's next novel,

Such being the case, it can be

that th« hero i© no longer experimenting with morality,

but rather acting in accordance with some newly acquired
"i ustinct."

And this instinct, producing as it does unqueatlon

ably acceptable and honorable actions, bears a startling
resemblance to the humanist's "inner check."

VIII

*m

OLD

MX

A N D T H E SS A

?he Old Han and this dea is a novel of humanism and
humanity.
It Is o novel of humanism because Dentla^0*0 actions
are directed by an Inner check,

e acts with a l l

the “’order

and decorum* of a .noble old fisherman. It ie a fisherman's
tusk to go fishing, to try to bring home fish, and, If un
successful, to go fishing again.

Santiago dutifully carries

out those three basic functions of h i a trade against over
whelming odds, and not one® does ho consider giving up. H i t
perseverance is never consciously c a l l e d

into play; it l a &n

instinctive part of his nature, he doesn’t recognise that the
possibility of submission to defeat exists. It in interesting
to note that Rafctoitt tsed the terms "Intuition,* "higher
w ill,"

and

"the e t h i c a l s e l f *

in referring to tha inner

c h e c k . * h e sasso terns m y be applied to Santiago’s pera te v e ru n o e ,

It l a a type o f inner cheek.

His persistence is apparent throughout the nqvel as
he carries out the three functions of hia trade. After eighty,
four fruitless days he remains undaunted end even optimistic:
"nighty-four is a lucky number, . . . How would you like to
see ma bring one in thst dressed over e thousand pounds?"^*

^ F o e rsto r,

81
C h a rle s

pp,

27- 4 0 .

m e a t ra a ln g w sy , ^
: o r i b n e r ’ s D ona,

»
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*■ h* pro jure* hia boat for the eighty-fifth day, h« tells the
boy, ”I know many tricks and I have resolution."S2

Cyes

&r© described ne "cheerful *md undefeated* and Hcor>f id»nt."33
Hia attempts at bringing home the huge marlin call forth even
greeter courage because of ifce else and, l&ter, because of
the attacking sharks. *s the old m m ' s strength ebbs, he lapses
into seal-cons©iousrress and addresses his prey: •Pish, . . .
I’ll stay with you until I or. dead*0

The sharks strike the

marlin relentlessly and, even after he res11see that to fight
them off is useless, he continues clubbing them until"

. . .

there was nothing rsoro for thora to oatv*&5
Santiago has developed the philosophy of life which
Jordan recoat .-ended: " . . .

if you atop complaining and asking

for whet you savor will get, you will have e good life.*56
fils highly developed inner check will not allow hia to com*
plaln or ask for these things, bndying hope is a groat virtue
and, as Santiago says, *It is .silly not to hope. . . .

Besides

I believe it is a *i«."57 Sanfci. go’s words would seem to
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squaleh liny attempt at calling ::esingwny a naturalist.
Stewart says.
The feet that w© have come almost unconsciously to
speak of "the Keaingwey hero* ta In Itself •li^nlfioant*
If h© is a hero, his conduct Dust bo, in part, at least,
heroic, Such
sxfilts mm, .od doss not fit the
concept of naturalise.®®
Moreover, .it oon be said that 5 ntiago's undyln.r hop© and
his stubborn persistence, noth so such & part of the man
that he never has to consciously call them Into play, nwke
of hi® a kind of humanist.

Vo have see® the flewingway hero,

throughout the six novels, solve hie morel problems by
choosing the &ost satisfying alternative. . t the beginning of
the hero's development, lfw-ediete physical pleasures seemed
the most satisfying and, therefore, “moral."

later, the hero

discovered that self-satisfaction did not necessarily offer
the boat “feeling,* after all.

By the time Santiago is pre

sented, honorable actions (which ;enry sc viciously denounced
as meaningless}^? have become part of the hero's nature.
‘’Moral la what I feel $ood after* is ihc

la^way Zero's

belief, Santiago no longer needs to experiment to Know th t
pars 13 tone©, hope, -and cheerfulness i
are "moral* virtues*

the face of great odds

In the sense that his noble actions grow

out of a type of inner check, 'Santiago is a humanist.
Besides being a novel of huaanls®, The

^%tewartg p* 12 J.
^Soe page 34.
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Is

Iso a novel cf huimitariariam.

e hivr

n ho -; the Hemingway

hero, through experimentation, ha-> become a bum&nit*rlan.
.since the hero does not accept auperr* tural ideals, all hta
efforts rre directed tow rd the wolf re of hie fellow Kian,
Jhet kind of being is this fellow «*n?

In this novel,

Kesingw y Intends to show us. Philip Young believes that,
An ©xtraordin ry thing has happened, for somehow or
other a reverence for life's struggle, which this contest
dramatises, %nd for mankind, for whioh mtiago stands
as & possibility, has descended on Hemingway Ilk® the
•lft of *race on the religious. . . •
That is to say, . . . that Hemingway has reached a
point where he has been able to sffir® without forcing,
or even apparent effort, certain things about brotherhood,
men, and life.
In hla portrait of the old man, Hemingway has drawn a
picture of mankind,

’pon realising the strength of the fish

and the extant of the battle whioh will ensue, Santiago says,
•X will show him what a mm car do and what a man endures."91
f t the same time, Hemingway shows the reader the same thing.

Ctbe Old Han and the Seal is much in the spirit of

Or «k tragedy in whioh men fight against great odds and
win ©oral victories, losing only such tangible rewards —
however desirable the prises and heart-breaking the losses
— as will dissipate anyway. It la especially ilk® :-reek
tragedy in that, aa the hero fails and falls, one gets an
unforgettable glimpse of what stature a wan may have.92
What, then, does this study cf rnn tell us about tsari?
First, man is superior to the animate, not in strength but in
intelligence. This truth is borne out by the fact that the marlin

and

90Phliip Young, ’■meat HeRi-.flwqy (Hem York: Binehart
1952), p. 103.

o m u .ny,

9l-ie»ingway, .Iho Via ' n and, the,
92Young, p. 99.

e«. p. 73.
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is ible to pull the boat hour u t t e r hour, but at laat i®
defeated, BI a® better than him through trickery,*93 the old
mm ««ye.

Earlier he had thanked God that " . . .

as Intelligent as we who kill

they are not

Intelligence effects not

only trickery but also self-control: *1 mus?t hold hi? pain where
it Is, he thought* nine doe® not matter, I can control nine,
hut bis pain could drive hi® t»nsd.*95
Second, m n la faced with insurmountable odd®. He suet
do battle with whefcov r capricious fate casts In his path because
there is no ©scape.

Difficulties and disappointments loom up as

far ahead lr life as he can ace. *Hemingway has written about
life,* Young says: "a struggle against the impossible odds of
unconquerable natural■forces.*96 hen's helpless and pitiable state
is implied in Santiago'® soliloquy:
"I have never seen or hoard of such a fish, hut X must
kill hi®. 1 a® glad we do not have to try to kill the stars.”
Imagine if each day a mm must try to kill the moon, he
thought. The soon runs isway. Gut imagine If « man each day
should have to try to kill the sun. We were born lucky,
he thought.*97
third, man, in order to achieve any sort of satisfaction
in the face of overwhelming odds, must persevere* Churlee Waleutt

?• u o «
9*»Ibia.. p. 70.
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observes that,
".antla.^o is re-cly for new eaoounfcera at the end. They
will be tragic, embodying hi® knowledge of himself and the
world, fend he will have always now and harder challenge®
froe & it ture th t la endlessly r«no ircoful in defeating
her bravest challengers.?-*
here «s in ^

oh,s

.
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th©

world not only breaks, it oruolfie* everyone. . . . But now
r ■" 1
J :
further, to add that when it corses,
fend they nail you up, th© important thing is to be pretty
good in there, like Santiago.??
This reference to crucifixion has two sources in
Hemingway*a works.

In the short story, "Today is Friday,*

a Bora&n soldier who b. s just helped crucify Christ sits
brooding in & tavern.

He expresses admiration for the un.

complaining dignity which Christ exhibited throughout th©
ordeal. "Ha was pretty good in there today," says th© soldier.*^''

.iM.

j m jm . .j&a..j-aa > too, there is an allusion to Christ.

Through symbolise, Hemingway has likened Santiago to Christ.
Santiago's hands are deeply out and bleeding from the fishing
line having slipped through them.

Moreover, after securing

his boat on shore, Santiago
.'. . shouldered tho naot nnd started to climb. . . .
At the top Cof •
hit13 he fell end lay for some time with th®
east across hia shoulder. He tried to get up. But it was
too difficult and he set there with the m-nt or»- his

; ^iviay

93ctu*rlef Child Wolcufct, .jnfcriaaa. Literary Haturn l i ^ , .
’
j gg (Minneapolis: University- bf -Minnesota, Press,
??Toung, p. 101.
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shoulder and looked t the road. . . .
Finally he put the cast down and stood up. He picked
the siaat up and put It on his shoulder and at rfced up the
road. He had to sit down five tlines before he reached hie

Sf', c . . . .
tin bed] he slept face down, . . . with hie arms out
straight and the pains of hia bonds up.*01
vldently, Hemingway intended that this symbolism should
illustrate the ©osson qualities of Christ and Santiago; namely,
unoo»£InlaiiijS fortitude in the face of terrible suffering, it
would seast, too, that the preeenoe of the symbol strengthens
th© idea that

>&ntiago stands for mankind, for Christ is the

archetypal £tm,
videnea of Santiago's being "pretty good in there* has
been presented in the first half of th© present chapter.
Intelligent, overburdened, and courageous —

such is

the nature of m n , the oreatur© to whose welfare the Hemingway
hero (in the person of .Jordan) has chosen to devote his life.
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IX

CCJfCLUSXOI?

While Hemingway's alx novel* show a ©oral development,
the kinds of situations in which ultimate mom 1 decision*
are raad* tend to remain the nmm,

All of the novels ere sot

against a backdrop In which the huiaen being is fight in/; for
survival. In five of the novels, the hero hirse If is in
danger of leeinant or eventual death from unnatural causes;
and in the sixth, characters othor than the hero {bullfighters)
are in a similar position.

Common, also, to five of the novels

is the fact that the historical circumstances represent
catastrophes which effected large segment* of the human rece,
Wsr provides Hemingway with his favorite setting.
Actual armed conflict is provided as the principal setting
for three novels.

The rumbling* of war, though -ore distant

and less fundamental to the plot, are heard in tx fourth.
' •' rowelI to

r;v.-a tukae place in the oldst of the Oertaan

offensive in Italy during

‘orld \-h r X.

For

ho- the Poll

folia deals with the Spanish Civil w *r of 1936, and

cross

-thfi-Jlver .aM-ltAo J.he 7r.ftea io « * • up, primarily, of an
marlean colonel'© recollections of world War II In the
Surop**n theater,

in ail three of t/’ooe novels, the fierce

action and grin detail© of battle are ©tressed, exhibiting
the author's preoccupation with the subject of death. Wo 'q.ve

65
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and Have not enda on the note of war when Morgan becomes
involved with the Cuban revolutionists, and, again, brutal,
abandoned killing is shown to be the* outgrowth of such oonfUot.
In the three novels which do not present armed war as
the primary setting, adequate nubetituten are provided. In
To have .aU Have Tot. the aocnonic depression of the thirties
has the hero and his fellow citizens in Key *©st scurrying
like nice

to provide enough of life*® necessities to keep

themselves and their families from starving. The 014

and

the lea is, in a sense, also a story of war, only this tl«©
it is war on a different plane; it depicts the continual war
of a ©an versus fate and the elements —

a m m ' s personal

war. The problems presented In The Tun ?-l»o Rises have their
beginnings in io r ld Ti*r t; the book follows through to examine
a chaotic outgrowth of the war: namely, the “lost generation,•
referred to in the novel's epigraph:
“You arc all a lost generation,* said Certrude Stein,
If one wore to pick the principal sotting of The

un

-■'••Iso viseg. it would, no doubt, be the week-long religious
and oivil holiday of Pamplona, Spain.

?*r as this way see®,

on the surface, from the subject of war, it carries with it
the m o d of serious conflict and death, for an integral part
of the holiday is the bullfight —

war

Hemingway's substitute for
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It is d o o r that the basic circumstances of the novo la
have in coswfion a conflict wherein man is pit tad against a
force which threatens and sometimes takes away his life.
This points to the author's preoocupation with death and
killing, a turn of mind which Hemingway readily admits:
Killing cleanly and in 0 way which gives you aesthetic
pleasure and pride has always been on© of the greatest
enjoyments of a part of the human race. Because the other
pert, which does not enjoy killing, has always been wore
articulate. . . . We have had very few st cements of the
true enjoyment of killing. Dae of its greatest pleasures,
aside from the purely aesthetic ones, . . . is the feeling
of rebellion against death which comae from it® administ
er lrv,. . . . Then a 13an Is still in rebellion against
death he has pleasure in taking to hlrisnlf one of the God
like attributes, that of giving it. This is one of the
most profound feelings in those wen who enjoy killing.102
Furthermore, Hemingway characterises the Castilian
■Aficionados" in the following mnnier*
They know death is the unefcnp&ble reality, the one
thing'any earn m / be -sure of; the only security. . . .
Having this feeling they take an intelligent interest
in death end when fcbov can see it being given, avoided,
refused and accepted in the .ft©moon for a nominal
price of admiccion tney pay their money and go to the
bull ring.1^3
The recurrent situation in Hemingway's work is thus ona
in which greet emphasis is laid upon conflict, often upon
conflict involving th© immediate danger of death. It is within

l02Hemirsgway, ,^th in the
1Q3ibiP.. p. 266 .

ftomoon. p. 232.
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t h i s framework of Hi® march to doom t h a t th e h e r o 's m oral
p h ilo so p h y d e v e lo p s . How a roan a c ts in such a s i t u a t i o n i s
th e u ltim a te key to h is manhood and th e s tr e n g th of h is
p rin c ip le s .

Hemingway's whole work i s a s t r i p p i n g down o f

m an's l i f e to i t s p h y s ic a l e s s e n t i a l s in o rd e r to f in d m oral
e s s e n t i a l s e m p ir ic a lly .

“’he k ind o f s i t u a t i o n s he chooses

shows h is own se n se o f where r e a l i t y l i e s arid, h en c e, makes
p o s s ib le th e kind o f a b s o lu te em p iricism he r e q u i r e s . T h e
h e ro grows by c o n s t n t im m ersion in th e u ltim a te s t r e s s e s of
l i f e , In r e a l i t y i t s e l f .
I t i s a p a r e n t t h a t th e b a s ic c o n f l i c t in each o f th e
s i x n o v els i s such t b a t th e h ero c a n n o t ©merge triu m p h an t*
The p l o t i s r i ; ;ed, so to sp eak , a g a in s t th e h e ro ,

'he r e a d e r ,

as soon as he u n d e rs ta n d s th e c o n f l i c t , r e a l i z e s th f c i t is
in s o lu b le ;

th e h ero must be d e fe a te d in th e end. I n s o f a r

a s t h i s i s t r u e , Hemingway p erh ap s d e s e rv e s th e a d j e c t iv e
" n a tu ra lis t.*

H ut, on th e o th e r hand, and more im p o rta n t,

a s th e h ero makes h is way th ro u g h th e s e s ix dilemmas and
s u f f e r s th e se s ix d e f e a t s , he le a r n s to r e t a i n h is i n t e g r i t y
in s p i t e o f d e f e a t .

S ftn ti& co's r e c o n c i l i a t i o n in th e f i n a l

pages o f The . ■la Tan and th e Pea i s t r u l y h e r o ic .
In c o n e lu a io n , we nay r e tu r n w ith p r o f i t to a st+ tem ent
by James C o lv e r t.

Mr, C o lv e rt sa y s t h a t

Hemingway above a l l e l s e I s concerned w ith th e problem

104 ic e

o l v e r t 's s ta te m e n t, p . 6 9 .
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o f c o n d u c t. • . • To condemn him f o r an i r r e l e v a n t o r
i n s i g n i f i c a n t m o ra lity i s to o f f s e t a p e c u lia r ly d e s 
t r u c t i v e judgem ent upon h i s work. . . .
demit jjway’ s f i c t i o n r e f l e c t s d i r e c t l y arid Im m ediately
th e o h e r e c to r o f o u r tim es — i t s m oral u n c e r t a in ty , i t s
e x p e rie n c e w ith v io le n c e , d e s t r u c t i o n , and th e t h r e a t of
d e s t r u c t i o n . I t su rv e y s a g a in s t t h i s background th e whole
problem of co n d u ct «n& v a lu e on th e le v e l o f th e in d iv i d u a l,
who, in o r d e r to make and t e s t h is v a lu e d e c i s i o n s , seeks
o u t th o se a r c e s o f e x p e rie n c e which uiost n e a rly d e f in e our
tim e s . . . .
What he e t t e n e t s , in e f f e c t , i s to r e c o n s tr u c t a v alu e
system on & r m w p r i n c i p l e . . . . i e se ek s to f in d a new
m o ra lity in a c tio n . . . . !'■© se e s v a lu e o n ly in t h a t which
s a t i s f i e s f e e l i n g s and d e s ir e s In v a rio u s i n t r i c a t e ways.
• • • His p ro b le o i s to o r g a n is e and i n t e g r a t e complex
im pulse* so t h a t th e most im p o rta n t »r© s a t i s f i e d , . . .
The c h a r a c te r s in Hemingway*a f i c t i o n ©ore th a n any o th e r
p erh ap s in l i t e r a t u r e c o n s c io u s ly s e a rc h o u t th© meaning
o f e x p e rie n c e , look a lm o st o b s e s s iv e ly f o r th e s ig n if ic a n c e
o f t h e i r ©motions and o r i e n t a t i o n , "'h is a t t i t u d e . , .
e x p la in s why m o ra lity i s alw ays r e l a t e d to f e e l i n g and
em otion in Hemingway*© f i c t i o n ." S o f a r I know o n ly th r-t what
i s m oral i s wjv t I f e e l .rood a f t e r and what i s immoral i s
e e l bed a f t e r . " i Death in th e A ftern o o n !
T his i s th© © n t i - i n t e i l e c t u a l i a r s , p e rh a p s, o f d i s 
ill u s io n e d modern m n , b u t i t i s im p o rta n t to o b se rv e
t h a t i t is a n t i - I n t e l l o o t u a l i e © based upon a p r in c ip le d
ap p ro ach to l i f e , upon th e id e a t h a t th e b e s t v a lu e s a r e
th o s e which a r e e m o tio n a lly o r p s y c h o lo g ic a lly s a t i s f y i n g . 105
The m ost s i g n i f i c a n t th in g ab o u t Hemingway*a e m p iric a l
ap p ro ach to th e q u e s tio n o f m o ra lity i s th a t !>le ex p e rim en ts
have le d him to a c c e p t th e v ery p r i n c i p l e s he once r e j e c t e d .
The Hemingway h ero has used p s y c h o lo g ic a l end em o tio n al
s a t i s f a c t i o n a s h is only g u id e in making tso ral d e c is io n s ;
y e t , th e r e n d e r f i n d s , in th e developm ent fro * Henry,

105C o lv e r t, pp. 372-377.
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th ro u g h

J e k e , Morgan, J o rd a n , end C a n tw e ll, to Santiago,

t h a t th e hero ends by em bracing such q u a l i t i e s a s a l tr u i s m ,
r e s p e c t f o r o t h e r s , i n t e g r i t y , and p a rs e v e ra n c e . These are
v a lu e s which th e h ero r e j e c t e d when ho s e t o u t on h i s e m p iric a l
approach b ecau se th ey wore "d eterm in ed a s a b o o lu te 3 and
co n ceiv ed a s m e ta p h y sic a l r e a l i t i e s a p a r t from any r e l a t i o n
to th e p h y s ic a l world a p p re h e n s ib le to th e s e n s e s ."1^6
th@ e n d ,th e h ero f in d s t h a t th e y a r e v ery much a p a r t o f
th e whole w orld in which a human b eing l i v e s .

106'J£M . P. 375
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